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A comprehensive menu of The Red Lion Chalton from East Hampshire covering all 17 dishes and drinks can
be found here on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What User likes about The Red Lion Chalton:
always a warm welcome here in red lions in chalton deep in the hampshire landscape. the restaurant offers a

stunning, uninterupted view that looks beyond the nearby valley in the twee becauseer of chalton. with a
spacious, well-designed parking space and easy access is a beer garden on 2 floors with a well-designed bar

and restaurant and cute little sleepers designed for every taste. the menu is varied, good value an... read more.
The rooms in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological

disabilities, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat and drink. WiFi is available at
no extra cost. What alistair D doesn't like about The Red Lion Chalton:

We went there for lunch because they allowed our dog in the bar area. Menu was very pubby and nothing
special but the specials were an interesting read. Starters (chicken wings and prawn cocktail) were very ordinary
so 4/10 but the specials main courses were very disappointing. Cottage pie at £21+ was 2/3 mash and very little
meat, the scampi was dry, thick coating/small meat and the chips were tasteless so 3/10. Wil... read more. For

breakfast, a opulent brunch is offered at The Red Lion Chalton in East Hampshire that you can celebrate as
much as you like, Here, the barbecue is freshly prepared on an open flame. Furthermore, there are several

typically British dishes on the card that give every Englishman abroad the feeling of being at home, Also, the
drinks menu at this place is exceptional and offers a significant and varied diversity of both local and international

beers, which are definitely worth a try.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Mai� course�
LASAGNA

Sauce�
AIOLI

Mai� Cours�
PORK BELLY

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

MALBEC

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

BAR

DESSERT

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

POTATOES

GARLIC

MUSHROOMS

CHOCOLATE

CHICKEN
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